
Aanraku Bezel Setting Key Chain
Project C618
Designer: Julie Bean

A customized key chain is a gift anyone on your list would truly appreciate. This Aanraku bezel setting key ring is sleek and elegant. You can
add a photo or collage image - pick something which is personal and touching.

What You'll Need

Clear Glass Cabochon Round Bead Crystal Magnify 1 Inch (2)
SKU: BGL-9035
Project uses 1 piece

Nunn Design Glue Adhesive 2 oz. - For Patera Findings (1)
SKU: XTL-1031
Project uses 1 piece

Crafter's Pick The Ultimate Permanent Glue Cement Adhesive 4 OZ
SKU: XTL-1026
Project uses 1 piece

Nunn Design Collage Sheet Various Butterflies For Scrapbook - Fits Patera
Patera

SKU: XTL-9537
Project uses 1 piece

Aanraku Key Chain With 25mm Bezel For Resin And Glass Domes
SKU: XTL-9703
Project uses 1 piece

Specialized Tools

Fiskars 5 Precision Tip Scissors - Super Sharp
SKU: XTL-5700

Instructions:

NOTE: This project is VERY easy to make and great for a beginner crafter.

1. To start, take your 1" glass cabochon and move it over your collage sheet so you can see how the images will look inside the
confines of the setting.

2. Once you have selected which image you want to use and where you want to place the glass cabochon on top of it, spread a layer
of Nunn Glue on the flat back side of the glass cabochon - all the way to the edges. Flip over and press into place over your
selected image. Press firmly to spread out the glue. The glue will appear foggy and white but will dry clear.

3. Once your glue is fully dry, use your scissors to cut around the cabochon. Cut right up against the glass edge.

4. Using a small piece of scrap wire as an applicator, or your finger tip, spread an even layer of Crafter's Pick glue onto the backside
of the glass cabochon with paper adhered to it (so you will be spreading it on the backside of the paper). Flip over and press into
place in the Aanraku bezel setting. Make sure your image is facing upwards when you press it into the bezel setting.

5. Let dry.

6. You're finished!

Variations:
These lovely Aanraku bezel setting key chains can be customized with one or two part resin instead of the glass cabochon. You can use
various other collage images, personal photos, or even cut outs from greeting cards and magazines.

When substituting in items, pay attention to sizes and styles to make sure all your pieces will fit together.
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